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PREFACE
 

41 The first edition of this book was written to provide an introduction to those branches 0 

postcalculus mathematics with which average analytical engineers or physicists need to be familiar 
in order to canyon their own work effectively and keep abreast of current developments in their 
fields . In the present edition. as in each of the preceding editions, much of the material has been 
rewritten, but the various additions, deletions, and refinements have been made only because they 
seem to contribute to the achievement of this goal. 

CONTENT OF THE BOOK 
Because ordinary differential equations are probably the most immediately useful part of postcalcu
Ius mathematics for the student of applied science, and because the techniques for solving simple 
ordinary differential equations stem naturally from the techniques of calculus, this hook begins 
with a chapter 011 ordinary differenual equations ot' the first orde r and their applications. This 
chapter is followed by one which develop ' the theory and applications of linear differential equa
tions, e pecially those with constant coefficients. In the present edition, this chapter has been 
augmented by two major sections, one dealing with the series solution of linear differential equa 
tions , the other covering the method of Frobcnius, In earlier editions, this material was postponed 
until the hapter on Bessel functions . It is now included at this .arly stage so that the first four 
chapters can be sed as a basis for a self-contained course in ordinary diffe rential equauons. 

Next, III Chap . J . to prepare for a discussion of linear differential systems with constant 
coefficients. there is an introduction to linear algebra. Although this material will be used exten
sively in Chap . 4. it can be omitted by students ho are already familiar with matrices. determi
nants. and the solution of simultaneous linear algebraic equanons, To this chapter there ha- now 
been adde-dan introductory section on complex variables. This material will be used in many places 
throughout the rest of the book, but it can be omitted by students familiar with the properties of 
complex variables through De Moivre's theorem and the Euler formulas. 

Chapter 5 is devoted to numerical methods, and it covers such topics as finite differences, 
interpolation formulas. numerical differentiation and integration. the numerical soluuon of ordinary 
differential equations, featuring the various Ruage-Kutta methods and Milne's method, and differ
ence equations. A section on least-squares has been restored in this edition and a new section on the 

G and Z transformations has been added. It is hoped that tb material in this chapter will provide a 
useful background in classical finite differences on wluch a more extensive course in computer
oriented numerical analysis can be based . Chapter 6 is a new chapter that bas not been included in 
any of the earlier edition. of (lib text , It deals with the problem of determining such properties of 

xiii 
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the solutions of a differential equation as periodicity and stability without finding the solutions 
themselves. 

Chapter 7 is devoted to the application to mechanical systems and electric circuits of the ideas 
developed in the first five chapters. As in the earlier editions, the mathematical identity of these 
fields is emphasized. The section on systems with more than one degree of freedom has been 
divided into a section on systems with several degrees of freedom and a section on systems with 
many degrees of freedom . This new section features the interplay between differential equations 
and difference equations, with emphasis on wave filters and wave traps. A final section on electro
mechanical analogies has been restored from the second edition. 

Motivated by the work on periodic phenomena in Chap. 7, Fourier series and their applications 
are discussed in Chap . 8. In particular, in this edition more emphasis has been placed on the use of 
the jumps of a function and its derivatives to eliminate the need to integrate to determine the 
Fourier coefficients of a function. Chapter 9 is a new chapter containing in expanded form the 
material on Fourier integrals that was grouped with Fourier series in earlier editions. The Fourier 
integral is introduced as the limit of a Fourier series, and then a variety of Fourier transforms, with 
their basic properties obtained from it. This chapter contains a new section on the Gibbs phenome
non and the convergence of Fourier series and Fourier integrals at the jumps of a function. There is 
also a new section on singularity functions and their fundamental properties . 

In Chapter 10, the Laplace transformation is introduced as a natural outgrowth of the Fourier 
integral and Fourier transforms . In this edition, the presentation of the requisite theory is a little less 
abrupt than it was in earlier editions, and examples of particular transforms are given very early. 
The chapter concludes with a new section in which the nature and properties of Laplace transforms, 
Fourier transforms, and Z- transforms are compared and contrasted. 

Chapters 11 and 12 deal, respectively, with differential equations and boundary-value prob
lems, and Bessel functions and Legendre polynomials. Here, Fourier series playa prominent role in 
satisfying initial and boundary conditions and provide motivation for the discussion and use of 
expansions in terms of more general systems of orthogonal functions. In this edition , a new section 
on the generating functions of I n and In illustrate their use in obtaining many of the identities of 
these functions. New examples in these chapters include incomplete systems of orthogonal func
tions, interface Sturm-Liouville systems, and the use of Legendre polynomials in potential prob
lems. 

In Chaps. 13 and 14 we return to the subject of linear algebra and discuss vector spaces, linear 
transformations, the existence of Green's functions for systems of differential equations, and fur
ther properties of matrices and their eigenvalues and eigenvectors. An important addition to Chap. 
14 is a section on the discrete and fast Fourier transforms, an important topic in the field of signal 
processing. This work is followed by a chapter on vector analysis developed in the traditional 
geometric way, much as it was in the fifth edition. New material here includes some interesting 
topics in differential geometry. Chapter 16 deals with the calculus of variations and its applications 
to dynamics . New material here includes a section on Hamilton' s equations. 

The last four chapter s provide an introduction to the theory of functions of a complex variable, 
with applications to fluid mechanics and two-dimen sional potential theory. the evaluation of real 
definite integrals, the complex inversion integral of Laplace transformation theory, stability crite
ria, conformal mapping. and the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation . The only significant differ
ence between these chapters and the corresponding chapters io the last edition is that the introduc
tory material through De Moivre's equation and the formal cootent of Euler's formulas has been 
moved ahead and now appears at the beginning of Chap . 3. 

This book falls naturally into three main subdivisions. The first twelve chapters constitute a 
reasonably self-contained treatment of ordinary and partial differential equations and their applica
tions. The next four chapters, 13 through 16. cover the related areas of linear algebra, vector 
analysis, and the calculus of variations. The last four chapters. 17 through 20, cover the elementary 
theory and applications of functions of a complex variable . 
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FEATURES 
This book contains enough material for a two-year course in applied mathematics. However, since 
we have tried to keep important subjects concentrated in specific chapters rather than diffused 
throughout the book, selected chapters are well-adapted for use as a text for any of several shorter 
courses. Following this preface, in the section headed "To the Instructor," there is a detailed 
Planning Guide showing how this text can be used for a number of courses. 

In this edition, as in each of the others, every effort bas been made to keep the presentation 
detailed and clear while at the same time maintaining acceptable standards of precision and accu
racy. To achieve this goal, more than the usual number of worked examples and carefully drawn 
figures have been included, and in every development there has been a conscious attempt to make 
the transition from step to step so clear that a serious student, working with paper and pencil, should 
seldom be held up very long. Many new exercises have been added in this edition, and there are 
now more than 5000. Hints are given in many of the exercises, and answers to the odd-numbered 
ones are given at the end of the book. A manual containing the answers to the even-numbered ones 
is available for instructors using this text. More detailed solutions to the odd-numbered exercises 
are provided in a Student Solutions Manual. As in earlier editions, words and phrases defined 
informally in the body of the text are set in bold-faced type, and italics are used frequently for 
emphasis . Illustrative examples are consistently set in type of a different size than that used for the 
main body of the text. 
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Hill reviewers: Barbara Bohannon, Hofstra University ; Michael Bryant, University of Texas at 
Austin; Chung-wu Ho, Southern illinois University; J. Lubliner, University of California at Berke
ley; Gordon Melrose, Old Dominion University; Keith B. Olson, Montana College of Mineral 
Science and Technology; Mauro Pierucci, San Diego State University; Michael E. Ryan, State 
University of New York at Buffalo: Duane W. Storti, University of Washington; Mo Tavakoli, 
Chaffey College; and Arnold Villone, San Diego State University . We also appreciate greatly the 
invaluable advice and assistance that our editor, Maggie Lanzillo, gave so generously during both 
the preparation of the manuscript and the subsequent editorial process . Thanks, too, to the produc
tion team at McGraw-Hill who did such an admirable job of guiding this project from manuscript to 
bound book : Scott Amerman, editing supervisor; Denise Puryear, production supervisor; and Jo 
Jones, designer. Finally, we must express our gratitude to our wives, Ellen and Betty, not only for 
their assistance and encouragement in this project but for their patience and understanding during 
our long preoccupation with the manuscript. • 
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·TO THE INSTRUaOR 
...........................................
 

4 This book contains ample material for a two-year sequence in applied mathematics. It has 
been written so that important subjects are concentrated in specific chapters and are not covered 
partially in several different places. By the judicious selection of particular chapters, it is thus 
readily adaptable as a.text for a numberof short courses. To assist you in makingmaximum use of 
the book. we have prepared the accompanying Course Modules and PlanningGuide. It identifies 
modules suitable for a variety of one-termcourses, as well as-combinations of modules on which 
several one-year sequences can be based. It also indicates prerequisite relations for instructors 
planning their·owu sequences. .. 

One new feature of this edition is the inclusion in each chapter of an introductory, overview 
section alerting the student to the material to be covered in the chapter, pointing out portions that 
may be extensionsof topics discussed earlier, and indicating where the new material will be used 
later in the book. Wehope thatyou will encourageyour students to orientthemselvesto the work in 
each chapter by reading these introductory statements carefully. 

Thisbook contains over 5000 exercises.many of them new. As in each of the other editions, 
many of these contain extensions of topics in the text or interesting new results that could not be 
includedwithinthe chapter because of spacelimitations. Since the difficultyof an exercise is often 
a subjectivejudgment, we have made no attempt to distinguish "bard" problems from "easy" 
ones, nor to arrangethe exercises in an assumedorder of increasingdifficulty. Nonetheless. nearly 
every set begins with a few routine,practiceproblems. Answers to the odd-numbered exercises are 
listed in the back of the book. A manualcontaining the answers to the even-numberedexercises is 
available for the instructor, and a manual containing solutions to theodd-numbered exercises is 
available for the student. 

C. Ray Wylie 

Louis C. Barrett 
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TO THE STUDENT
 

This book has been wri tten to help you in your developmen t as an app lied sc ienti: t , 
whe ther an engineer. physicist. hernist. or mathematic ian . It contains material that will be of great 
lise to you. not only in the technical cou rse. you have yet to take, but also in your profession after 
graduation. as long as you deal with the ana lytical aspects of your fie ld. 

We have tried to write a book whic h you wil l find 1I0t only usefu l but also relatively easy. at 
least as easy as a boo k about advanced mathema tics call be. There is a good deal of theory in it. 
for it is the theoret ical portion of a subject which is the basis fur the nonrout ine application ' of 
tomorrow. But nowhere will you lind theory for its OWIl sake, interesting ami leg itimate as this may 
be to a pure mathe rnaticran . Our theoretical d iscussion are designed to illuminate principles, to 
indicate generalizations. to es tablish limiu vitrun which a given technique mayor may not b<: 
safely used, 11' to point out pufa Is into which line might otherwise stumble. On the other hand. 
there are many upplicauons. illustrating with the material at hand the usual steps in the solutio n of 
a physical problem: formulat ion, manipulation, and interpretation . These exam ples arc, itho ut 
exception. care fully set up and cornple ely WOf ked, with al l but the simplest SICPS included. Study 
them carefully, WIthpaper and pencil at hand . for they are an integral part of the text If you do thi. , 
you . hould find the exercises, though challenging, still Within your ability 10 work. 

A new feature in this edition is the inclusion in each chapter of an introd uctory sec tion. giving 
an overview uf the material to be co vered. pointing out where we may have encountered sume of 
it before, and indicating where and no w it will be used later in 'he book. Dc sure to orient yourself 
o the work and PUf1l\lSC uf each new chapter by reading carefu lly these introductory sections . 
Another new tcature IS the inclusion of subtitles for many of the important examples These will 
alert _au 10 the main point of each example and. perhaps more importantly. help you to identify 
exa mp les to which you may later WIsh to refer. You will find them listed inside the cove rs of this 
book. 

Terms defined informally III the body of the text are always indicated by 'he use of bold -faced 
type, ltal ir type is used for emphasis. much as verbal stress is used whe n speaking. We suggest that 
you read each sccuon through for the main ideas before you concentrate on ti lling in any of the 
derails . You will probably be surprised at how many times a point which seems to bold you up in 
on" paragraph will be explained ill the next ,LS the discussion unfolds. 

Because this book is long and co ntains materia l suitable for various courses. your instructor 
may begin with any of a number of chapter"< However, the overall struct ure of the book is th is: The 
first twelve chapters arc devoted to the gene ral theme of ordi nary and partial dittcrenrial equations 
and related topics. Here you will find the bas ic analy tical techniqu . for solving the equations in 

which physical problems nus t be form ulate d when continuously changing quantiti es are involved. 
Chapter, 13 through 16 deal with the ornewhat related topics of linear algebra and matrix theory. 
vec tor ana lysis , and the calcul us of ariations. Finally. Chaps . 17 throu gh 20 provide an introduc
tion 10 the theory and applica tions of functions of a complex 'ariu blc. 

ui 



un TO THE SlV/)(J(f 

It has been gratifying to receive letters from students who have used this book giving us their 
reactions to it, pointing out errors and misprints in it, and offering suggestions for its improvement. 
Should you be inclined to do so, we would be glad to hear from you also. 

Finally, we hope that you will find this book in some sense a friendly book. It was written with 
you in mind, as someone with whom we would like to share not only our knowledge but our 
enthusiasm. We have written almost entirely in the first person plural. Never are you referred to 
obliquely and impersonally as "the student." Our use of the word " we " indicates that we feel we 
are exploring something interesting with you. And now good luck and every success.• 

C. Ray Wylie 

Louis C. Barrett 
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r 
I ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL 

E UATIONS OF THE 
FIRST ORDER 

41 Diff erential equations. that is. equations involving rates of change, 
provide an indi pensable tool for anyone studying continuously varying 
phenomena, such as velocities and accelerations or electric curre nts. In this 
chapter, after a review of the concepts of variab le and func tion (Sec. 1.1), we 
identify the major types of differential equations (Sec. 1.2). Then, as a 
necessary foundation, we discuss the general notions of solution and family of 
solutions (Sees. 1.3-1.5) and the existence and uniqueness of solutio ns 
(Sec. 1.6). 

With these ideas in mind, we begin the study of methods of solving 
differential equa tions by learning how to solve all the major forms of ordinary 
first-order equations. These include exact equations (Sec. 1.7), equations 
solvable by integrating factors (Sec. 1.8), separable equations (Sec. 1.9), 
homogeneous equations (Sec. 1.10), linea r equations (Sec. 1.11), and several 
more special types of equations (Sees. 1.12 and 1.13). 

Every section contains a number of examples, but significan t practical 
applications we leave to Sees. 1.J 4 and 1.15. This organization makes it 
possible to use the bulk of this chapter for a portion of a course in the theory 
of differential equatio ns. At the same lime, the work on orthogonal 
trajectories in Sec . 1.1 4 and 8 examples and 120 exercises in Sec. 1.15 
provide convi ncing evidence of the utility of differential equations and ample 
material for practice in using them to formu late and solve physical problems 
ranging from heat conduction and fluid flow to orbital motion. 

Prerequisite for this chapter: single-variable calculus. 
Prerequisite for Sec. 1.15: a calcu lus-based physics course and general 

chemistry. • 



2 1,1 VARIABUS AIID FUllmMlS 

1.1 VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS ...................................................... ......................~ . 
The variety and complexity of the problems Which confront today' s engineers and scientists have 
increased remarkably in recent years and , if anything, the increase seems to be accelerating. As a 
consequence , not only is there a continuing demand for more and more effective computers and 
better and better experimental facilities, but so too is there a growing need for more, and more 
thoroughly understood, mathematics to support the whole scientific enterprise. Mathematics de
mands clari ty of thought and clarity of expo sition, and so as we begin our study it seems proper that 
we review briefly the raw material of all our work. variables and functions. 

A variable is a symbol Identifying elements of a given set. A function can be thought of as a 
rule relating the elements of one set to the elements of a second set, possibly the same as the first. 
The rule defining the functional values is often a formula of some kind, although other modes of 
definition are possible. Variables that designate values for which a function is defined are called 
independent variables, and, collectively, these values form the domain of the function. Variables 
which identify values of a function are called dependent variables and , collectively, these values 
form the range of the func tion . 

Functi ons are usually denoted by single letters. For each x in the domain of a function f, the 
value off at x is denoted by f (x ). As is customary, we shall often use the notationf(x) not only to 
denote a value of f but also to name the function itself, although this is notationally inaccurate. 
Depending on the domain of a function, which is never empty, the variable x may stand for a 
number or any other object for which the function is defined . 

Since for all real values of x, 2 + COS 7rX 2: I, the expression j'(x) = In (2 + cos rrx) defines a function/of 
the variablex having the set of all real numbersas its domain. The value of/at I is given by/ (1) = In (2 + 
cos 7r) = In I = O. and/(2) = In 3 is the value of /at 2. In this example, the independentvariablex may be 
replaced by any real number. The range of / is made up of all values of the dependent variable y =!(x), 
namely, all numbers y such that 0 ,,; y ,,; In 3. 

...................................................... ... ... .."" .
~ 

Let the domainof a functiong defined by g(x) = Jb x( t) dt be the setof all functions continuouson the closed 
interval [0, I]. lfx ,(t ) = Ion [0, 1], the value of g at Xl is given by g(x , ) = J~ t dt = i; whileif X2(t) = cos 7J"t 
on [0, I), g(X2)' = J~ cos 7rI dt = O. Herex can be replaced by any function that is continuous on [0, I). Once 
.r is chosen, the corresponding value of the dependent variable y = g(x) is given by the integral of x from 0 
to I. 

Note that in Example ] the independent variable x stands for a real number, but that in 
Example 2 it stands for a funct ion. A funct ion whose domain is a set of functions is called a 
functional, 

Frequently, values of a given function may be found by making the appropriate substitutions 
for variables in some analytic expression. Such an expression is commonly called a representation 
of the functi on on that part of the functional domain over which the 'representation yields the 
corresponding functional values . Often , as in Exampl es I and 2, all valu es of the functi on are 

determined by a single representation, but this need not be the case. Ina variety of physical 
problems the very nature of tIie function requires different representations on different subsets of 
the domain. . 
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At time I = O.a unit voltage is suddenly introduced into an electric circuit, as suggested in Fig. l.1a. This 
voltage is represented for 1 < 0 by the expression E(I) = 0 but represented for 0 :S t by the expression 
E (/) = 1. Thus on the domain -00 < / < 00 the voltage E is given by the two representations 

/<0
Eel) = {~ O:Sr 

u(1 - a) - u(t - b) 

I£ (1) 

o a o b 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.J 
Graphs of (a) a unit step function voltage; (h) a unit pulse of duration b - a. 

Example 3 illustrates the important fact that whereas the functions we dealt with in calculus 
were usually either continuous on their domains or had only removable discontinuities, in applied 
mathematics we must often consider functions with one or more nonremovable discontinuities . 
Typically. these discontinuities will be what are called jumps. 

According as J is pos itive or negative. the jump is said to be upward or downward. At a point 
where f is continuous. the jump J is of course zero . The function E of Example 3 has an upward 
jump J = I at 1 = 0 and for all practical purposes is represented by the simple but very important 
unit step function U(I), defined by 

r < 0 
U(I) = {~ 

0<1 

The unit step function will appear repeatedly in the work ahead of us. 
A difference of two unit step funct ions 

t «:a 
a <t «:b a<b 

b < 1 
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shown in Fig. l.lb as a unit pulse of duration b - a, is often used as an analytic filter to isolate a 
desired segment of a function. Hence, iff(t) is a function whose domain includes the interval (a , b), 
the product 

f (t)[u (t - a) - u(t - b)] 

represents the "filtered" function defined for all t in the domain of f by 

t <a 
a <t <b 

b <t 

In other words, the filter function u(t - a) - u(t - b) reduces f to zero outside the "passband" 
a < t < b and reproduces f exactly within the passband. 

The absolute value function Ixl has the set of all real numbers as its domain . Its values are computed by using 
the definition 

x:S O 

O:S x 

whichexpresses the function in terms of two alternati ve representation s, one on (-00, 0], the other on [0,00). 
In 'particular, since - 3 < 0,1-31 = - (-3) = 3. 

The square root function ~ is always nonnegative and has the interval [0, 00) as its domain. Thus the 
domain of v? is (- 00. 00). In fact, v? = [x] and of course ~ = 3. 

The radical expression ~ is undefined at x = I, so il cannot by itself define a function . What is 
lacking is a suitable domain . By convention , this is to be taken as large as possible when not otherwise 
speci fied. The intended domain of ~ is therefore the set of all real numbers for which the radicand 

2(x2x· - 2i! is nonnegative. Solving the inequality x - 2) 2: 0, we find the domain to be the union of the 
intervals (-00, - V2] and [V2,00) and the isolated point x = O. For every x in this domain. 

hence our function is defined by the three representat ions 

- x\17=2 x:5 - V2 

~= 0 x=O{ xvX2=2 V2 :5 x 

Its functional values can now be computed by simply using the appropriate representation . For instance, its 
value at x = -3 is ~ (-3 )v'(-3) 2 - 2 = 3Y7. This is also its value at x = 3 because the value of the 
function remains unchanged if x is replaced by -x. 

...... ..................................... ........................... ......... ...... ......... ..........
 
A function y has the set of positive integers N as its domain, and for each n contained in N , Yin) = 2 + 
cos n7T - sin [(2n - 1)7T/2]. Among its values are y(l ) = 2 - I - 1 =0 and y(2) = 2 + I - (- I) = 4. 
The value of y corresponding to any other positive integer can be computed using the same formula. However, 
there is a much easier way. It is to use the identities 

and sin [(2n - 1)7TI2] = sinn7T cos-.:': - cosn7T sin-.:': = (_0"+1 
· 2 2 



s 

to transform the formula for yen) into the simpler representation 

. y(n) = 2 + (-1)" - (_1)"+1 = 2[1 + (-I)"] 

and thence into the two different representations 

n even 
yen) = {~ 

n odd 

AJI values of yare now known. 

Various properties of a function are often evident from its graph. The graph of a function / 
is the set of all points (x, y) such that x is in the domain of/and y =lex). The voltage function E(t) 
of Example 3 is partly graphed in Fig . 1.1. 

4The function of Example I and the two functions Ixland Vx - 2x2 of Example 4 are even 
functions . 

An important geometric property of every even function/is that its graph is symmetric in the 
y axis; i.e ., for every x in the domain of /. the y axis is the perpendicular bisector of the line segment 
joining the points (-x,j( - .r) and (x,j(x». as illustrated in Fig . 1.2a. 

The graph of an odd function/is symmetric in the origin; i.e., for every x in its domain the 
origin is the midpoint of the line segment joining (-x,j( -x» and (x,j(x» , as illustrated in Fig . 
1.2b. 

figure 1.2
 
Graphs: (a) of an even function; (b) of an odd function.
 

(a) Symmetry in the y axis (b ) Symmetry in the origin 
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If b > 0 and f~ b f(x ) dx exis ts, then 

b	 ( b .JO	 (0 ib 

i(x) dx = i (x) dx + L i (x) dx = L it - x) dr-x) + i (x) dxJ 
-b -b ° b ° 

= -r fe -x) dx +r f(x) dx = r fe-x ) dx +r f(x ) dx 
bOO 0 

= r[fe-x) + f(x) ] dx 
o 

According as f is even or odd , the last integrand reduces to 2f(x) or O. Thus we have 

If f is even, f~ b f (x) dx = 2fg f( x) dx. 

If f is odd , P'-b f (x) dx = O. 

Our past work in mathematics frequently involved equations containing one or more variables 
whose solutions we had to find. Familiar examples might be 

x2 + 3x + 2 = 0 tan () = i 

We are now going to consider ditJerential equations, which are equat ions containing derivative s 
or differentials of one or more variables. Differential equ ations are of fundamental importance in 
many areas of pure and applied science and engineering, and much of this text will be devoted to 
their study. 

Here are four example s of differential eq uations: 

dy 
(1)	 - = e' + sinx 

dx 

(2)	 y" -2y'+y =cos x 

a2u a2u au 
(3)	 -+-= ax2 ay2 at 
(4)	 3x2 dx + 2y dy= O 

In (1) and (2), only ordinary derivatives of y with respect to x occur. This signifies that y must 
be a function of x . Thus Y is the dependent variable and x is the independent variable. In (3), u is 
the dependent variable and x, y, and t arc independent variables, as the partial derivatives of u 
imply. In (4), either x or y can be thought of as the dependent variable, the other variable then being 
independent. 

In Exercises 1-8 letI be a function having the given repre 2. lex) = sin x + (7f - x) sinhx, x real; find (a) !(O), 
sentation. (b) I(7f), (e) I( - 7f) 
1. f(x) ~ \IX + II - x l In ( I + x)'''. x;" 0: find (1I)/ (0). 3· / (x) = Ix) +Tan-I x, x real; find (a) /(0), (b)/(1), 

( b) .ra). (e) f(4) 
(c)j(-l) 
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4. f(x) = 1Tcos 1TX + Sin-I x , Ixl,,; 1; find (0) f(O) , 
(b)f(-I), (c)f(!) 

5. f(x) = k;~ O [I + (-I)"]x"ln x real ; find (a) f(O) ,
', 

(b)f(l) - f(-I), (c )f(ln 2). Hint: Recall the Maclaurin 

seriest for e', 
6. f(x) = Po X2(1) dt, x continuous on (0, 2J; if x,(r) = 11/2, 

x2(r) = r,x3(1) = sin 1TI,find (o)f(x,), (b)f(X2). (C)f(X3 ) 

7. [t», y) = ,r,,'" x(r )y(r) dt, x, y continuous on [1T. 277"J; if 
x,(I) = cos I, y ,( I) = sin 21, find (a)f(l , y,) , (b)f(x " I), 
(c ) ! (x "y,) 

8. f(x, y, z) = 2 g [3Y(I) - z( r)J dt, y, z continuous for all 
real x; if y,(I) = 11(1 + 12) and Z,(I) = Tan- J I. find 
(a)f(oo, y" 0), (b)f(l, Yt, z,), (c)f(-I .y" z,) 

9. A function f is represented on the set o f real numbers by 
f(l) = 2( 1 - cos? I) + In e', Give three other representa
tion s offover the reals which do not contain the logarith
mic function. 

10.	 Every 40 min during an 8-h period , a dump truck reloads 
with roadb ase . After 1 hou rs, how many rimes has it been 
till ed if it takes 40 min to get the first load? 

n. A high-rise has 15 stories. The number of weeks it took 
to co nstruct each 1100r is given in the table : 

13-15Floors 11-3 I 4-6 I 7-9 Ir--1_0-_1_2--+ _ 
Weeks 3 4 6 7I 15'1 
(a)	 Which floor was under construction during the forty

fifth week? 
(b)	 How many flo ors wer e completed at the end of 

1 year ? 
(c) What was the total con stru ction time? 

12.	 Determine whether the following functions are even , 
odd , or neither. 
(a) x sin i' (b) e1xl + x sinh x 
(c) xlnx+Tan-lx 

13.	 Prove that if a function f is both even and odd, then for 
every x in the dom ain of f, f(x ) = 0. 

14. Assuming they have the same domain, 
(a)	 What can be said about the sum or difference of two 

even functions? Of two odd functions? Of an odd 

function and an even function? 

(b)	 What can be said about the produ ct of two even func

lions? Of two odd functions ? Of an odd function and 
an even function? 

IS. By con sidering the identity 

f(x) + f(-x ) + f( x ) -f(-x) 
f (x) = 2 2 

show that any function defined over an interval whi ch is 
symmetric with respect to the origin can be written as the 
sum of an even function and an odd function. 

16.	 Express each of the following functions as the sum of an 

even function and an odd function. 
(0) eX+ In Ixl (b) Ix - II 

{
o x < ° 

(c) f(x) = 2 0 ,,; x 

17.	 Evaluate' cos 21T - cos 7T 

(a) J_I I + x2 dx 

(b)	 L:sin 2x cos 3x cosh 4x dx 

'n 2 
(c) [ (e1xl + sin s 77"x) dx 

- In 2 

(d ) I'0 (6r99 - 131sin e l 2 + 5 ) dl 
- 10 

Identify the dependent and independent variables in each of 
the fo llowing differential equations . 

18. t" + zy' + yx = sec x 19. 3.xy" + tanh y' = y 

20. uxx + u)Y - xyuu = ° 

1.2 CLASSIFICAl'ION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Various distinctive fe atures are used to classify differential equations into a number of identifiable 

types. Ordinary and partial differential equations are charac te ri ze d by the number of inde pende nt 

variables a nd the kind of derivatives they involve. 

tNamed for the Scottish mathematician Colin Maclaurin (1698- 1746). 



8 1.2C1ASSIFKAllON Of DIfF£ROOlAt EQUAllONS 

Clearly, Eqs . ( I) and (2) of Sec. 1.1 are ordinary differential equations. The same is true of Eq . 
(4); for, according as x or y is chosen as independent variable and the equation is divided by the 
differential dx or the differential dy, it involves one or the other of the ordinary derivatives dyldx or 
dxldy . 

• ':f.!M~'I. 

Equation (3) of Sec . 1.1 is a partial differential equation. 
Different ial equations are also classified according to the ir order. 

Equations (I) and (4) of Sec . 1.1 are first-order differential equations; Eqs. (2) and (3) are 
second-order equations. 

Another broad clas sification of differential equations is based on the way in which a dependent 
variable and its indicated denvatives appear in the terms of such an equation. 

A differential equat ion which is not linear in some dependent variable is said to be nonlinear 
in that vari able. A differential equation which is not linear in the set o f all of its dependent variables 
is simply said to be nonlinear. 

The equation y" + 4xy' + 2y = cos x is a linear ordinary differential equation of second order. The presence 
of the product xy' and the term cos x does not alter the fact that the equation is linear because, by definition, 
linearity is determined solely by the way the dependent variable y and its derivatives enter into combination 
among themselves within each term of the equation. 

The equation y" + 4yy' + 2y = cos x is a nonlinear equation because of the occurrence of the product of y and 
one of its derivatives. 

The equation a2u/ iJx2 + av/al + u + V = sin u is linear in the dependent variable v but nonlinear in the 
dependent variable u because sin u is a nonlinear function of u. The equation is also nonlinear. 

The equation d2x/dP + tty/tit + xy = sin I is linear in each of the dependent variables x and y , However, 
because of the tenn xy. it is not linear in the set of dependent variables {x, y}. As a consequence, the equation is 
nonlinear. 

As written. the equation 3.,2dx + (sin x) dy = 0 is neither linear nor nonlinear. Division by dx transforms it 
into the equation 3x2 + (sin x) y' = 0 which is linear in y, but division by dy gives 3x 2 dxl dy + sin x = 0 
which is nonlinear in x . 

.......................................................... ..... ......... ... .............. ............... ............... .
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From Definition 4 it follows that the most general ordinary linear differential equation of order 
n in a single dependent variable is of the form 

(1) ao(x)y(n ) + al(x)y(n-l) + .. . + an- t(x)y' + an(x)y = f(x) 

where ao(x) ""' 0 throughout some interval . 

~ .-, _:.~ _.... . 
2u/a 2)/a 2 2u/at2Describe each of the following equations, giving its order and 9. a\ x 2 a x x = a

telling whether it is ordinary or 'partial and linear or nonlinear 2u/ 210. a ax = u au/ at 
(a, b constants) . 

2u/il11. a2u/ax 2 + a y2 = q,(x , y) 
1. y" - 5y' + 3y = x' 

12. au/al + xu = tf2x/d?
2. y' + (a + b sin 3x )y = 0 

13. au/ax + u au/ay = u a~/ ax ay 
3. y''' - 7y" + Ily' - l 3y = xe' 

14. sec t = (3X + 2X"2 d(xI/ 2 )/dt 
4. jV + x2y' + Y112 = 0 

5. xJ /2y" - 9X" 2y' + 5y = Tan-I xI 
I For each of the following equations , determine whether or not 

6. d(xy ' )/dx + xy = 0 it becomes linear when divided by dx or dy. 

7. d (axy )/dl + bxy = In I 15~ (x + y) dy = (x - y) dx 16. a dy + by sin x dx = 0 

8. a2 a2u /ax2 = b2 a2u/ar'l: 17. 3y dx + 2.x dy = 0 18. e" dy + xy l /3dx = 0 

1.3 SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
A solution of an algebraic or transcendental equation in a single variable x is a number which 
satisfies the equation. On the other hand, solutions of differential equations are functions. rather 
than numbers, which satisfy the equation. Whereas all variables which appear in algebraic or 
transcendental equations are called "unknowns," only the dependent variables in a differential 
equation are referred to as "unknowns." 

Under certain constraints. the motion of a spring-suspended mass is described by solutions of the differential 
equation y" + e y = O. where the depende nt variable (or unknown) y is the vertical displacement of the mass. 
the second derivative is taken with respect to the independent variable r (or time) and k is a positive constant. 
Let j' be the function represented by sin ki on the set of real numbers. Then J" is represented by -k2 sin kt . 
Upon replacing y by sin kt and y" by -e sin kt, the given equat ion is transformed into -e sin kt + 
e sin kt = O. which holds identically for all real values of t. The fact that this replacement process results in 
an identi ty over the reals is described by calling f (t) = sin kt a solution of y" + e y = 0 on ( -00.00) or by 
saying thatf is a solution of the differenti al equ ation . In other words , the differential equation is satisfied when 
f is substituted for the unknown y. Another solution is the function g defined on ( - 00, 00) by g(t) = cos ta. 

The equation ux - uy = 0 has u and u as unknown s. Functions f and g are defined , for all real values of x 
and y. by f(x . y) = sinh X sinh Yand g( x . y) = cosh x cosh y. Replacement of Ux by af/ax = cosh x sinh y, and 
of uy by ag/iJy =cosh x sinh y. converts the given differential equation into cosh x sinh y - cosh x sinh y = O. { Since this is an identity for aU real values of x and y, we say that [ix, y) and g( x. y) are solutions for the , 
respective unknowns u and u and that the set of functions if, g} is a solution of the given equation over the I 
entire xy plane. r 

......... .......................... , .
I 
( 

The last two examples illustrate the concept of a solution of a differential equation. They also I indicate how to substitute a set of functions for the unknowns of such an equation when testing to I see if the set is a solution of the equation. 
i, 
\ 
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• f¥Miij.I_ 

At present we shall be co ncerned primarily with ordinary d ifferential equations in a single 
unkn own. For such equations, the preceding definition may be rephrased as follows. 

A solutio n on I whose values are all equal to 0 is said to be trivial on I . 
If a differential equati on of order n is satisfied by a functionf on I , then the nth derivative jv" 

of f necessarily exists throughout I. Since a function must be continuous wherever its derivative 
exists, the existence off ") over I implies thatf and its derivatives of all orders up to and including 
n - I are continuous on I . A function that is not continuously di fferentiable at least n - I times on 
I ca nnot be a solution over I. In other word s 

Every solutio n on an inte rval I of an nth-order differential equation in one depen
dent variable must be continuously dif ferentiable at least n - I times on I . 

It is easy to verify that both Yl = 2 - x and Y2 = x - 2 are solutions of y" = 0 on every interval I. Let f be 
the function defined by f( x) = Ix - 21on ( - 00, (0). Then f is represented by Yl (x) = 2 - x for x "" 2 and by 
Y2(X) = x - 2 for x ;,: 2, and f is continuous at x = 2. However, f is not a solution of y" = 0 on any open 
interval containing x = 2 because J' is not continuous at x = 2. ill fact, 

as h 0
f' (2) = lim f (2 + h) - (2) = l im J.i1 = {-I 

h-...O h h-+() h I as h 0+ 

hence f' (2) does not exist. 

Some differential equations have no so lutions ; others have only a trivial so lution. 

The equation Idy/dtl + I = 0 has no solution. The equation Idy/dx] + lyl = 0 has only the trivial solution 
y = O. 

Differential equations for which every so lution of each equation is a solution of all the others 
are said to be equivalent. If their solutions are the same onl y on so me inter val I , we say that the 
differential equati ons are equivalent on I, 

The study of the existence, nature, and determination of so lutions of differential equations is 
of fundamental importance not only to the pure mathematician but also to anyone eng aged in tbe 
mathematical analysis of natural phen omena . In general, mathematicians cons ider it a triumph if 
they are able to prove that a given differential equation posse sses a sol ution and if they can deduce 
a few of the more important properties of that solution. Eng inee rs and applied scientists, on the 
other hand, are usually greatly disappointed if a specific expression for the solution cannot be 
exh ibited. The usual compromise is to find some practi ca l procedure by which the requ ired solution 
can be approximated with satisfactory accuracy. 


